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Juno for rice
processing
Affordable and intuitive line and
plant automation

Juno
Process automation for the rice industry at
attractive cost-benefits

Peace-of-mind thanks to reliable remote
service

Juno is Bühler’s automation solution for smaller lines and plants.
It focuses on making process automation straightforward,
affordable and intuitive. Juno is all what is needed to process
foodstuffs, from raw material to final product.

With Juno, you are never far away from Bühler expert support
should you need it. Our solution offers exceptional remote
access, even via 3G/4G connectivity. Fast reaction and
problemsolving leads to increased uptime.

Investment safety and low cost of ownership

Minimal training and operating errors
thanks to exceptional usability

Juno is convenient and affordable at the same time. Along with
changing market requirements, Juno is scalable and adaptable.
Its intuitive operating ensures that training costs are limited to a
minimum.

High flexibility thanks to system adaptability
Juno offers high flexibility should you wish to adjust your
processes or equipment. Advanced customers may even choose
to perform system adjustments, such as process interlockings,
by themselves. Its scalability further adds to your flexibility.

Find out more about Juno and its
available process coverage on our
website: automation.buhlergroup.com/
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The operating of the plant is highly intuitive and follows
industry best-practice. A built-in simulation mode offers a safe
environment for training and can even be used before start-up
of the plant. Training efforts are minimized and full production
achieved in no time after start-up.

Benefits.
–– Investment safety and low cost of ownership
–– High flexibility thanks to system adaptability
–– Peace-of-mind thanks to reliable remote service
–– Minimal training and operating errors thanks to exceptional usability

